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FY18 EISZ Proposal

Periodical Databases:

• Gale General Reference Collection

• Selected Infotrac Powerpacks

• Infotrac Custom Journals

• GREENR

Newspaper Archives:

• The Times 

• Financial Times 

• Economist 

• Telegraph



Introduction to Gale



Who is Gale?

•Gale is part of Cengage Learning; who with revenue of 

$1.6 Billion, is the third largest educational publisher 

in the world

•Gale has been publishing books since 1954

•Gale International, based in the UK is increasing its 

investment in Eastern Europe 



Gale, A Cengage Company

Gale National Geographic 

Learning

Higher Education

Aggregation: 

Journals, Newspapers, 

Magazines, Reference

Publishing:

Reference Titles, 

Encyclopaedias, Directories 

Archive Digitisation: 

Major Archive material 

on your Desktop



Gale, Digitising History

• Gale has been digitising major world newspapers and 

historical collections, beginning with the Times Digital 

Archive in 2002

• Gale Digital Archives now include over 250 Million pages, 

sourced from the world’s most prestigious libraries and 

archives

• By introducing products with unique, market-leading 

tools, Gale gives scholars new ways to explore this 

content and further their research



Some of our Partner Libraries

As well as being source libraries for our archives, 

these institutions are also our customers. Currently 

99 out of the top 100* Universities in the world have 

at least one Gale Primary Source Archive

* Times Higher Education 2016 rankings



Unique, World-class Content



Gale as a Publisher

Gale has been publishing reference and literary titles since 1954, and is 

one of the world’s foremost publishers in literature and the humanities:



The Benefits of Gale as a Publisher

• This content is proprietary – we will never lose the license to provide it

• Ensures that we are expert in indexing, classifying and editing material

• Gale reference content is often market-leading, especially in areas like 

literature

• This reference content provides the basis of many of our products, giving 

you high-quality content that you cannot get elsewhere



Gale as an Aggregator

• Gale is one of the major aggregators of periodical content 

(journals, magazines and newspapers)

• Allied to our position as a major publisher, it enables us to 

combine content types to provide unique products to you

•We are a major technological innovator, giving you new and 

exciting ways of exploring your content



Periodical Databases



Gale General Reference Collection

•Gale’s biggest Periodical and Reference Package

• Journals, Magazines, Newspapers, Video, Audio integrated with 

Gale’s award-winning Reference Books

•26,796 Periodical Titles

•1,747 Gale-published titles, exclusively available



Periodical Content

•Material drawn from around the world

•Complete subject coverage

•Updated daily

•Material for all levels of study 

• Lowest embargo rate of any major aggregator



Product Comparison - Ebsco

Comparison between Gale’s Academic OneFile and Ebsco’s Academic 

Search Complete:

• 17,460 total titles vs 13,655

• Impact Factor Titles (Science) 4,364 vs 3,833

• Impact Factor Titles (Social Science) 1,845 vs 1,521

• Total titles under embargo: 606 vs 2,217

• Average embargo length: 214 days vs 14.5 months



Selected Unique Functionality

Turn your Results from this:Into this: 



Selected Unique Functionality



Why is Interlinks good for Hungarian Institutions?

• Several Hungarian institutions already have GVRL ebook collections

• The Interlink connection between Infotrac and GVRL will enhance and increase the 

value of these investments and others to come, especially with the Gale General 

Reference Collection

• GVRL includes major reference works in areas of study expressly desired by Hungarian 

institutions: Engineering, Hard Science, Medicine and many more

• Most major publishers make their latest content available on GVRL, including Springer, 

Wiley and Elsevier, all of which are highly in demand from our customers



Flexible Infotrac Solutions

Powerpacks give you the ability to subscribe to premium periodical content, 

in specific content areas: 

• Agriculture Collection

• Business Economics and Theory

• Communications and Mass Media

• Criminal Justice Collection

• Diversity Studies Collection

• Environmental Issues and Policy

• Fine Arts and Music Collection

• Gender Studies Collection

• General Science Collection 

• Health Reference Center Academic

• Hospitality and Tourism Collection

• Information Science and Technology

• Military and Intelligence Database

• Nursing and Allied Health Collection

• Physical Therapy and Sports Medicine

• Pop Culture Collection

• Psychology Collection

• Religion & Philosophy Collection

• Small Business Collection 

• War and Terrorism Collection

• World History Collection 

Also, EISZ members have the option to opt for 

Infotrac Custom Journals – create a flexible 

collection to your own specifications



GREENR

• Gale’s Global Reference on the Environment, Energy and Natural 

Resources

• Over 1,100 Up-to-date periodicals, 50+ multimedia sources and 58

Reference publications

• Designed as a single solution for Environmental researchers

• Content arranged by portals to group all relevant material by theme or 

subject



Newspaper Archives



Newspaper Archives: The Times

• The World’s Newspaper of Record

• Gale offers the complete run from 1785-2010

• View world events through a prism of the attitudes of the day

• 1.6 Million pages, 70,000+ issues, 11.8 Million articles

• Gale’s most popular product - customers all over the world



Newspaper Archives – The Financial Times

• The oldest, best-known, most well respected 

business newspaper

• The complete run, from 1888-2010

• A current daily audience of over 2 Million readers

• Not just Business – a major resource for History 

and other disciplines



Newspaper Archives – The Economist

•A perfect compliment to the FT – analyses the news and gives 

you the ‘why’ to the FT’s ‘what’

•A major source of independent editorial perspective on world 

events

• The full run, from 1843-2013



Newspaper Archives – The Telegraph

• An essential companion to The Times

• Complete run from 1855-2000

• Includes Sunday Telegraph from the first edition in 1961

• Access all of what became the largest circulating newspaper in the world 

within 20 years of its launch



Why Study Primary Sources?



Why Study Primary Sources?

Wikipedia article on Partition of India

(Accessed 20 October 2016)

Wikipedia is a secondary source, written long after the events. It tells you that Partition was 

“a highly controversial arrangement”…but why was this the case? What is the supporting 

evidence for this statement?



Primary Sources are history as it is written….

From Our Special Correspondent In Delhi. "Partition Of 

India." Times [London] 15 Aug. 1947: 5. The Times Digital 

Archive. 

http://tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/mR3mX

http://tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/mR3mX


….or photographed



Case Study – FT and Economist

The sharp increase in the cost of oil (US Dollars per barrel) from October 1973 – the 

start of the crisis – is shown by this graph.
‘Now Consumer Countries need a Common Line’, The Financial Times, 18 October 1973; pg. 22 

http://tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/3VRic1

• The Financial Times produced several 

typically fact-driven pieces

• Its tables and charts help to show 

what happened over time

• The two examples highlight the impact 

which the crisis had upon the price per 

barrel of oil and Arab oil production

The scale of the crisis can be better understood by this table, which draws out the 

discrepancy between pre-crisis forecasts of oil production and the reality. 
‘Arab Oil Production’, The Financial Times, 30 January 1974; pg. 16 http://tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/3VRx44

http://tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/3VRic1
http://tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/3VRx44


Case Study – FT and Economist

• The Economist took a more 

analytical approach  

• It assessed the impact of the 1973 

crisis on the stock market by setting 

it against the 1929 ‘Wall Street 

crash’

• The article argued that the current 

mood of ‘gloom’ was less dangerous 

than 1929’s ‘speculative euphoria’
‘1929 and all that’, The Economist, 1st December 1973; pg. 108+ 

http://tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/3VSdk2

The comparison shows a sharper stock market ‘crash’ in 

October 1929 (left); the impact of the Middle East War was 

more gradual in 1973 (right)

http://tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/3VSdk2


The Benefits of Cross-search

• All NewsVault products are cross-

searchable on the Gale Primary Sources 

platform

• Make research discoveries you would never 

have been able to make with individual 

products, or the paper copy

• Gale has collected the biggest collection of 

Digital Newspaper Archives available 



The Benefits of Cross-search

• Use your Gale collections as a single integrated 

database

• Use sophisticated analytical tools to uncover patterns, 

correlations and stories for further research

• Visualise vast results to increase student 

understanding and uncover new research 

opportunities

• Uncover relevant material in unexpected locations and 

improve research output



Questions


